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ABSTRACT. Let 2^ (resp. 2^*) be the set of all closed, convex and bounded (resp. «/-compact and convex) subsets of a Banach space E (resp. of its dual E*) furnished with the Hausdorff metric. It is shown that if there exists an equivalent norm || • || in E with dual || • ||* such that (E, \\ ■ \\) has Mazur's intersection property and (¿?*,|| • ||*) has iu*-Mazur's intersection property, then (1) there exists a dense G s subset % of 2^ such that for every Xe% the strongly exposing functionals form a dense G¡ subset of E* ; (2) there exists a dense G¡ subset 2q* of 2^* such that for every X* 6 2q* the it;"-strongly exposing functionals form a dense G¿ subset of E. In particular every X 6 2^6 is the closed convex hull of its strongly exposed points and every X* 6 2q* is the «/-closed convex hull of its «/-strongly exposed points.
Let y be the set of all convex, closed, bounded and nonempty subsets of a real Banach space (E, || • ||) and W* be the set of all convex, «/-compact and nonempty subsets of (E*, || ■ ||*) (the dual space of E). The Hausdorff metric between two subsets of E is defined as follows:
h(X, Y) = inf {s >0:XcY+eB,YcX + eB}, where X, Y c E and B is the closed unit ball in E: B = {x G E: \\x\\ < 1}.
If X and Y in the above definition belong to E* and B is replaced by B* (the closed unit ball in E*), then the above formula defines the Hausdorff metric on y*.
It is well known that (W, h) is a complete metric space (see [10, p. 417] ). The set S(X,I,a) = {x G X: (x,l) > suoz€X(z,I) -a) is said to be a slice, depending on a subset X C E, on a continuous linear functional / 6 E* and on a >0.
The point x G X C E (resp. x G X c E") is said to be a denting point (resp. «/-denting point) if for every £ > 0 there exist / G E* (resp. I G E) and a > 0 such that x G S(X, I, a) C B(x; e). If in this definition I does not depend on e, then the point x is said to be a strongly exposed (resp. «/-strongly exposed) point and the functional I is said to be a strongly exposing functional (resp. «/-strongly exposing functional).
There are many characterizations of the Banach spaces having the property that every X G y (resp. every X* G 1^*) is the closed (resp. «/-closed) convex hull of its strongly (resp. «/-strongly) exposed points. One can obtain an information about this topic from the books: [2, 3, 4, 6] . In the present paper the question is investigated, when this property is valid for almost all elements of y and ^* (in the Baire sense). It is true for y when E* is separable-this follows from [5] , where it is proved also that every l G E*, I ^ 0 is a strongly exposing functional for almost all elements of W'.
The space E (resp. E*) has Mazur's (resp. «/-Mazur's) intersection property if every X G^ (resp. every X* G ^* ) can be represented as an intersection of the closed balls which contain it [7 and 6, pp. 219, 230] . It was Mazur [11] who began the investigation of normed linear spaces possessing the above property. Further results on this topic were obtained by Phelps [12] and Sullivan [13] . Later Giles, Gregory and Sims [7, 6] gave many characterizations of the Banach spaces having Mazur's (resp. «/-Mazur's) intersection property. One of them states: a Banach space E has Mazur's (resp. «/-Mazur's) intersection property if and only if the set of «/-denting points for B* is dense in S* (resp. the set of denting points for B is dense in S), where B, B*, S, S* are respectively the closed unit balls and spheres in E and E*. Below we will see how this property is connected with a Krein-Milman type theorem for almost all elements of W and 2^*.
It is easy to see that the topology of y (resp. 2^*) does not depend on the choice of the concrete equivalent norm in E (resp. equivalent dual norm in E*).
Further we need the following well-known lemma (see [2, p. 44] ), whose proof is straightforward and is omitted. LEMMA 1. For every slice S(X, Ir,, a) there exists £ > 0 such that S(X, I, a/2) C S(X,l0,a) for every l G E*, \\l -lo\\* < e. and ok-(x) = supx.€K,(x,x*) are isometric isomorphisms respectively between (W,h) and (F*,p*), and between (^*,h) and (F,p) (Minkowski's duality), where F* is the space of all sublinear, positively homogeneous, continuous and w* -lower semicontinuous functionals on E* furnished with the uniform metric p* and F is the space of all sublinear, positively-homogeneous, continuous functionals on E furnished with the uniform metric p. It is easy to see that (F, p) is a complete metric space, therefore ("V* ,h) is a complete metric space too.
Let P be the set of all equivalent norms in E, furnished with the metric p and P* be the set of all equivalent dual norms in E* furnished with the metric p*. It is a routine matter to prove that P is an open subset of the complete metric space of all continuous seminorms on E under the distance p and that the map tt : p >-» p* is a homeomorphism between P and P*, therefore P and P* are Baire spaces. Also, the topology on P (resp. on P*) depends only on the topology in E (resp. in E*), but does not depend on the choice of the concrete equivalent norm in E (resp. concrete equivalent dual norm in E*).
Define the following sets: R = {X G "y : 0 G int X, X is symmetric with respect to 0}, R* = {X* G ^* : 0 € int X*, X* is symmetric with respect to 0}. It is easy to see that / and /* are isometric isomorphisms respectively between R and P* and between R* and P, when R and R* are furnished with the Hausdorff metric. THEOREM 4. Let E be a Banach space and let the following condition hold: (A) there exists an equivalent norm \\ ■ || in E (with dual \\ ■ ||*) such that the set L of denting points for B is dense in S and the set L* of w* -denting points for B* is dense in S*, where B,B*,S,S* are respectively the closed unit balls and the unit spheres in E and E*: B = {x G E: \\x\\ < 1}, B* = {x* G E* : ||x*||* < 1}, S = {xGE: \\x\\ = 1}, S* = {x* G E* : ||x*||* = 1}. Then (a) there exist a dense Gs subset % C y and a dense Gs subset ?q* C ^* such that for every X G % the set of strongly exposing functionals is a dense Gs subset of E* and for every X* G %* the set of w* -strongly exposing functionals is a dense Gs subset of E.
(b) every X G %o is the closed convex hull of its strongly exposed points and every X* G %* is the w*-closed convex hull of its w* -strongly exposed points (% and 'Zq* are from (a)); (c) there exist a dense Gs subset Fç, C F and a dense Gs subset F0* C F* such that every f G Fo is Fréchet differentiable on a dense Gs subset of E and every /* G Fq is Fréchet differentiable on a dense G s subset of E*; (d) there exists a dense Gs subset Pq C P such that: the set of dual norms P0*:= {p* G P* : p G Po} is a dense Gs subset of P*, every p G Po is Fréchet differentiable on a dense G s subset of E and every p* G Pq is Fréchet differentiable on a dense Gs subset of E*. for every x* G B(z*n(l);-yn(/)).
Let Sq be the set of those functionals from S*, which attain their supremum over S. By the Bishop-Phelps theorem [1] Sq is dense in S*. Let x*(Z) G S* fl B(z*n(l);ln(l)). Choose some yGS with (y,x*n(l)) = 1. By (2) y e £(xn (/);£"(/)) and by (1) we obtain (3) x*n(l)GB(l;l/2n).
We will prove that (4) {x G S : (x, x*n(h)) = 1} H S(B, x*n(l2), ßn(h)) = 0 for every lit l2 G Ln, h ^ l2.
Assume the contrary: for some ¡i, ¡2 £ ¿n, ¡i / h there exists yGS(B,x*n(l2),ßn(h)) for which (y,x*n(li)) = 1. By (3) we have x*n(lx) G B(h;l/2n). From y G S(B,x*n(l2),ßn(l2)) and by (2) it follows that y G B(xn(l2);£n(k))-By (1) we have x*n(h) G {x* 6 B~: (y,x*) = 1} C S(B*,y,an(l2)/2) C B(l2;l/2n), and we obtain the contradiction 1/n < ||/i -/2||* < ||/i -<(ii)jr + \K(li) -Ml* < 1/") and (4) and we obtain <«(/2), x*n(l2)) -(v(li), x*n(l2)) = (v(l2) -u(l2), x*n(h))
for every ¿i, /2 € Hnm, ¿i ^ ¿2-Also, if x G Xq and l G Hnm, then we have Since for every l G Hnm we have X2 = co{cü Y (I) U «(/)}, by (7), we obtain (8) (v(l),x*n(l))= sup(z,x*n(l)), for every l G Hnm. Let 0 < a < e/8mfc(diamXo + 2e) and x € 5(X2,x* (/),a), x 7¿ «(/). Then we can write x = Xv(l) + (1 -A)a for some A € [0,1) and a G cö F(Z) and by (7), (8) we obtain ||x -«(Oil = (1 -X)\\v(l) -a|| = Ml) -x,x;(/))|||«(0 -a||/|<«(/) -a, x*n(l))\ < 2m(diamX0 + 2e)a/e < l/4fc.
Therefore diamS(X2,x'n(l), a) < l/2k < 1/k-l/Zk for every / G Hnm which shows that X2 G ynmk-This is the main step of the construction. For every X G T^ for which h(X, Xo) < 6 we will show that (9) S(X,x*n(l),a)cS(X0,x*n(l),a0) + 6B, for every l G Hnm.
Let / G Hnm and x G S(X, x*(/),a). Since X C X0 + 6B and X0 C X + 6B, there exist xqG X and « e 6B such that x = xn + u and the following inequalities are fulfilled:
Hence Xo G S(X0,x*(Z),a0) and (9) is proved. By (9) it follows that diam S(X, x*n(l), a) < 1/k -7/2 for every l G Hnm, therefore X G ^nmk and 2^mfc is open. It is easy to see that f^: = HiTm fc=i ^nmk = {X G T^~ : every x* G M is strongly exposing for X}, where M = U^°m=i{xn(0:
' e Hn,m}, and by the Baire category theorem % is dense Gs in y. Since Ln = Um=i ^» and U^i ^n is dense in 5*, by (3) it follows that M is dense in S*. Obviously the set \J{tM: t > 0} is dense in E*. If x* is a strongly exposing functional for some X C E, then obviously tx*, t > 0 is also a strongly exposing functional for X and by Lemma 3 the first part of the assertion (a) is proved.
The proof of the second part of (a) is analogous, as the roles of E and E* are exchanged and we need not the theorem of Bishop-Phelps. The peculiarity here is that we define X'2= X[ , where X[ denote the «/-closed hull of X[ and we must prove that h(X0,X2) < £ (X0 and X[ are defined in E* in an analogous way, as the set Xq and Xi).
By the construction X[ C X'0 + eB* and since the set X'0 + eB* is «/-compact, we have X'2 := Í['cl¿ + eB* , whence h(X2,X0) < s.
(b) This is an immediate consequence from (a) and from the separation theorem.
(c) The assertion follows from (a) and from the well known duality between Fréchet differentiability and strong exposition:
x G X G y is a strongly exposed point for X by x* G E* if and only if ax is Fréchet differentiable at x*,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use x* G X* G y is a u/-strongly exposed point of X* by x G E if and only if ax* is Fréchet differentiable at x (see for instance [2, p. 159] ).
(d) The set Ln from (a) can be defined (also by Zorn's lemma) in such a way, that the following additional property is fulfilled: if l G Ln, then -l G Ln. Now we replace y by R and work as in the proof of (a), choosing every «(•) from the set {xn(-),zn(-),z*(-),xn(-),u(-),v(-)} and every A(-) from the set {a"(-),/?"(■), 7"(-)} in such a way, that y(-l) = -y(l) and X(-l) = X(l) for every / € Ln. Having in mind that / is an isometric isomorphism between R and P*, we apply the above mentioned duality between Fréchet differentiability and strong exposition. Thus we obtain a dense G s subset P* of P* such that every p* G P* is Fréchet differentiable on a dense G s subset of E*. Analogously we obtain a dense G s subset Po of P such that every p G Pq is Fréchet differentiable on a dense Gs subset of E. Put Pq* = P* fi 7r(Po) and since it is a homeomorphism, the proof is completed. D In an analogy with the definitions of Asplund and weak* Asplund spaces (see for instance [2] ), we give the following definition. DEFINITION 5. A Banach space E (resp. the dual E* of a Banach space E) will be called an almost Asplund (resp. almost weak* Asplund) space, if there exists a dense G s subset F0 of F (resp. Fq of F*) such that every f G F (resp. every /* G F*) is Fréchet differentiable on a dense G s subset of E (resp. of E* ).
Thus, in this terminology, Theorem 4 states that if for a Banach space E condition (A) of Theorem 4 holds, then E is an almost Asplund space and E* is an almost weak* Asplund space.
From the condition (d) of Theorem 4 and the results of Godefroy [8] we have the following COROLLARY 6 . If a Banach space satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 4, then there exists a dense G s subset Po of P such that for every norm p G Po, when E is furnished with p, one has (1) there exists a unique projection of norm 1 from E*** to E*, and thus E is unique isometric predual of E*, (2) E is not isometric to a dual space (if E is not reflexive).
A norm || ■ || of a Banach space E is said to be locally uniformly rotund (LUR) if for every sequence {x"}n>o C E with ||x"|| < 1, n = 0,1,2,... ,lim ||xn + xn|| = 2 it follows that xn -» XoIt is not difficult to see that if the norm || • || of E is LUR, then every point of its unit sphere is strongly exposed for its unit ball.
A result of G. Godefroy, S. Troyanski, J. Whitfield and V. Zizler [9] asserts that if E* is weakly compactly generated Banach space (WCG, that is there exists in E* a weak compact set whose linear hull is dense in E* ), then there exists an equivalent LUR norm in E whose dual norm is also LUR. Thus by Theorem 4(c) we obtain the following. PROPOSITION 7 . If E* is WCG, then E* is an almost weak* Asplund space.
For a comparison it is worth to mention the following well-known facts: if E* is WCG, then E is an Asplund space; also if E is reflexive, then E* is a weak* Asplund space.
As a corollary from Proposition 7 we obtain that the odd conjugate of the James Tree space JT, which are WCG (see for instance [4, p. 214] ) are almost weak* Asplund spaces.
The particular case of Proposition 7, when E* is separable, follows from [5] . EXAMPLE 8. There exist almost weak* Asplund spaces which are not weak* Asplund spaces: en has not the Radon-Nikodym property, therefore li = cj*. is not a weak* Asplund space. But Zi is separable and by [5] (also by Proposition 7) ¿i is an almost weak* Asplund space. There are almost Asplund spaces which are not Asplund: for example every separable Banach space which dual is not separable (for instance /i) is not an Asplund space, but it is an almost Asplund space (this follows from the results in [5] and from the duality between Fréchet differentiability and strong exposition). QUESTION 9 What are the necessary and sufficient conditions for E (E*) to be an almost Asplund (almost weak* Asplund) space?
